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THE FIRST BIOPIC ON EDWARD SNOWDEN FILMED BY OLIVER STONE 
EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS OF THE SHOOTING

Paris, Los Angeles, 04.03.2015, 00:19 Time

USPA NEWS - In Academy Award®-winning director Oliver Stone´s International thriller, “SNOWDEN,“� witness Joseph Gordon-
Levitt embody Edward Snowden. In this first look, before he was a whistle-blower, Edward was an ordinary man who unquestioningly
served his country. “SNOWDEN“� is currently shooting in Munich

Oliver Stone is curntly shooting his film SNOWDEN“� in Munich, before moving to locations around the world. The film will be
broadcast on American screens by year end.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FIRST DAY OF SHOOTING ON OLIVER STONE'S "SNOWDEN."----------------------------------------------------------------
Joseph Gordon Levitt (Played in Nolan´s " Inception " alongside Leonardo Di Caprio) declared about his first day of shooting :
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------"I was surprised when I first learned this about Snowden--that he
enlisted in the US Army in 2004. He wanted to go fight in Iraq, but during basic training at Fort Benning, he broke both of his legs and
received an administrative discharge. After that, he was still determined to serve his country (love him or hate him, you gotta admit the
guy's strong-willed) and so he ended up getting a job at the CIA, which is where his career in Intelligence began. "
THE YOUNG ACTOR, EXPRESSES ABOUT HOW HE FELT DURING THE FIRST DAYS OF SHOOTING
Today's scenes felt like a really good way to start this shoot. It was hard, but of course, nowhere near as hard as real basic training.
And me, I'm just honored and excited to be doing a soldier sequence with Oliver. I keep saying to myself: "f“¦k, this guy directed
Platoon!" (Source FaceBook´s wall of Joseph Gordon Levitt).

----------------------------------------Joseph Gordon Levitt takes a selfie with Oliver Stone."This is gonna be Oliver's twentieth film, and I feel
so sincerely privileged that he asked me to play this part" said Joseph on his Facebook´s wall. --------------------------Oliver Stone also
expressing his last feeling on his Facebook´s wall. --giving a tribute to Sean Penn playing in "U ““Turn " : " A brief re-entry from my
“˜leave of absence´ on Snowden film to tell you that “U-Turn“� (1997) is finally coming out on Blu-ray on March 10th -- from Twilight.
It´s been beautifully remastered with Deluxe Laboratories. Have a special, dark place in my heart for this spaghetti-western noir with
Sean Penn (as an innocent!), Jennifer Lopez (in a steamy temptress role), Nick Nolte (playing John Huston?), Jon Voight (you will not
recognize), Billy Bob Thornton (you may not recognize either!) as a wily garage mechanic, Powers Boothe (a snaggle-toothed, jealous
sheriff), and Joaquin Phoenix and Claire Danes (as young “NBK“� couple from hell.) Plus Ennio Morricone´s spaghetti, romantic
music. As with “Heaven and Earth,“� this is limited to 3,000 copies.said Oliver Stone --------------------------------------------------------For
more information see http://www.ddapr.com
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